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are guides fc

level training emergency medical tectinicians. The Plans

camiot be uu by instructor to develop the competency to
conduct the instructor should have this as a prerequi-

site to

TheIh
the and
a ubject. Each module

in concert with other modules.
Each module is subdivided into instructional units that deal with

a particular segti iit of the module subject. Generally, the units

contain the followi ng components=

modules, each
conduct a

used by itself or

Performance.

objectives or

terms so
student activiti
conditions-

.. Unit Activities. heading assignments, reference materials, and
outside activities are presented for both the students and the
instructor. ill,hz,activities are identical, only the instructor's
activities are presented.

inpinent and Materials. Educational equipment includes
chalkboard, overhead projector, slide projector, and screen.
Medical equipment and materials required are drawn from those

listed in Appendix F of the Course Oriole.

tires These are classified as knowledge (K)
(S) objectives. They are written in bettaxiortl

be evaluated either through observation of
or through results obtained under specified



I. attophirt Maya This reveals else tacks to be cowered dining
to of the oak Mere appropriate, it is divided into

concepts. This approach jives the Mstsisctor the

or delete specific skills and information. The
provides directions to the instnictor indicant-

use of demonatrstions or group discussions would

%name the units are dr:signed to be taught by technically
coMpetent instructors, the content outlier:* are not specific; they

oaiy-ermarierate topics add subtopics. It is expected that the
instructor's skill and knowledge will supplement the depth of the
course content outline. The instructor is encouraged to prepare
additional notes.

o Ctroonstra lion Outlines. These are designed to present proce-
dural steps that im o ins the particular skill
or calculation . that may lead to
coonnoe errors are emphasized. Where Mi l steps exist, these
outlines suggest What should be demonstrated.

_tiee Sessions. These sessions serve as guides to activities to
tallied by students applying the skills. They may be

ormed in the classroom or assigned as homework. During
classroom practice sessions, the iristructor will be available to
observe and correct student performance and to answer any

Evafiations. The skill evaluation sheets provide check-
points for the instructor to use to insure that students are
following appropriate procedures or sequences. Skill evaluation

sheets also provide a conwerient method for feedback to students

having particular problems with a given skill, and for monitor-
ing is student's progress in attaining skill objectives.

The skill evaluation should occur only after the students have
had eisopportunity to practice the skill under the supervision of
the instructor. The skill evaluation sheets can be distributed
during, or before, the demonstration or practice session. Thus,
they can be used as a job aid during practice. They should not be

111144, however, as a job aid while the student is being evaluated.

The sheets are designed to provide a learning and evaluation tool

it



and are toot intended to
manxier, eve of the

4

of a gives defined as the correct
in the proper sequence. The instructor's

e correct performance and sequence of
steps in a skill. Skill evaluations may be repeated at intervals

course to mess skill demi and the need for remedial
instructors may wish to test skills immediately after

they have been learned and again at the conclusion of the course.

The alphanuntaic codirii.system is used to identify the various
modules and units. When You see, for example, in Module II,
3.6.1.K, the 3 indicates the unit, the 6 indicates the main instruc-
tional topic, the I indicates the subsection of the major topic
outlined 41'3.6, and the K indicates the teaching objective ci7 this

case, k nowl ed ge )

To illustrate further, 3.6.1.K would translate into:

Unit number
6 The main topic of the instructional sectiOn (The first two

numberse.g., 3.6refer to a maj or heading in the unit
content eutline.)

I A subsection of the major topic outlined in 3.6 (This number

relates to the number of objectives listed under skill or
knowledge objectives and not to the content outline.)

K Knowledge objective

S Skill objective

The three -digit reference numbers (e.g., 3.6.1) within each
module refer to the topical section in that module only. For example,

&Jule 11, any topical heading with 3.6 as the first two digits

refers to the discussion of the components of patient assessment in

Unit 3.

A visual presentation of Unit 3. by Module II. of thecoding system

is presented on the following pages.

t.)
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PLE
SYSTEM EX as

Abdomen
Extremities

3.6 .K Give's' a situation describing a patient with a possible illness

or injury who may or may not beable to communicate, the
student should be able to describe the procedure for evaluat-

ing the patient described. Minims Ily, the student should.
include the appropriate primary assessment and specify the
order of the four components of the secondary sisessrrient
and the areas of the assessment that would be emphasized.

the demonstration, auscultation of the lung, heart, and
abdominal sounds.

3.6.1.5 Given student posing as a communicative patient, the
student should be able to demonstrate the procedure for
conducting a patient assessment when the patient is sus-
pected of having the following:

iv



8. Practice Session 3

Four components of (order)

A. If the patient communicate, determine if be has a
medical or trauma elated problem.

I . If a medical prob genebal order should be:

a. Evaluateithe diagnostic and vital signs.

b. Develop the patient's history.

c. Examine for a rniclic.41 problem.

Skill Evaluation 3.6.1.S: Aniassaseast of a Coissisualeadive Patient

With a Suspected Trauma-Related Problem

Place an -X" in the appropriate clilumn to indicate steps that are

incorrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The student should be given

three attempts to perform the skill.

-uipment

Student posing as a victim

Stethoscope



To present this prograns, it will be accessary to have accesi to the
hnical units listed below. If a unit h not available, adjustnie%4

be made to insure that the activiti proposal for that unit ace
in others. Specific guidelines for the clinical units are

included in the modules. The student's training should be
ire each of the following clinical areas:

emergency department
Intensive care unitiouro care unit
Operatingirecoveryroorn

Intravenous (Ilrftearn
Pediatric unit

Labor suite/deliv rn nursery
Psychiatric unit

Morgue

Mobile intensive care unit

Sample forms for maintaining student ivity records uded
in the Instructor Lesson Plans. The forms are designed sc that the
medical 'director can determine the number of tirnes, and how
successfully, a student has performed a skill The medical direct:if
also will be able to determine how much time the student needed to
become proficient in the skill. Further, the medical director will be
able to evaluate student perfonnanc,e under a Number Of preceptors,

because certain skills arc repeated in various clinical units (e.g.,
,initiating an IV is performed by the student with the IV.tcant and in
the emergency department and intensive care unit )

Although the clinical experience is Wad with the module, it need
not be poser] each time, even -if a number of modules are being
presented.

I
Testing and >llrslusthig a Strident

Ilt is ecornniended that each student be evaluated on proficiency of

skill and knowledge at the completion. of each module. Skill evalua-

tion sheets have been provided roc each skill in each unit. these
sheets can be used as guides for evaluating the student's skill
proficiency. The evaluation of the knowledge objectives is left to the

discretion of the instructor, according to predetermined objectives,



t weak swat
is an starlatrt eetopetersci

ours the studetst is involved in

the student to be tested and given

director should not mauve Is
because of prior mining, but should
to determine the student's proficiencY

on snd experience. With this type of
swami, it is possible for students to receive credit for prior mining

experience. Ibis walk, be especially applicable for those ,nodules
that sae prinarily a review of skills concerned with ErnergencY
Medical Technician-Ambulance; for example, sof-tissue injuries and

rescue.
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must have successfally

The Emergency Medical T

ties. and Training

Human Systems and Patient Assesament

Pasesigalota of Modals

Ie

dernonstrati and t mod-

akin:ion techniques and The type of equipment involved

is discussed, ancla description of how that equipment is employed in

a a communication network is provided The regulating
coninitudeationk the Federal Cortnnuni-

cuscribcd, and pickings for the

development of standard operating- Procedure' ked protocols are
following presents descriptions of the two =its in this

module:

halt . EMS Cominankstioes Sya m:
sa E11:1 commusicationa wean its proented and the &notion of

each phase is explained. Each item of cattmericition equipment
that might be involved in an f.144.5 sYsiero is described u to its

X V- 1



operation and fiction tl the system. Basic concepts of radi'
COMUVIIIIiCS64011 are presented including. discussion of frequency

allonstism, lift" high frequency (vhf) communications; ultrahigh
=icy (uli) commisaications, frequency-modulated (PM) Miro,

amplitudc-moclulsted (kW radios, voice communications, and bit -
telemetry comm on*.

Unit 2. CA10112 tlona >lie dons and Procedures: The
FCC is described as the regulating body of all commtmicatiore, and a

brief description of its activities is provided. Requirements for
standard operating procedures are discussed, including the need for
coded communication. Demonstrations and practice sessions are
included for the types of radios that the students will be using in the
field. Also discussed is the need for locally developed protocols used

in relaying patient assessment information and telemetry to a physi-
cian. The importance of the dispatch phase of EMS communicotiorss

is emphasized, and a description of the role and responsibilities of the

dispatcher is provided.

here is no clinical cxen unit in this module.

V-2 mooui E XV TEL F Mr TRY AND NICATIONS



IT 1

EMS COMMU

t

b

KATIONS SYSTEMS

After plc g tt niodule, the tudent should be able to

correctly respond to at I of the following:

1.1.1.10._ The student should be able to 1i t sevem ate o ata EMS
consmuoiaitiolls system.

Given list of definitions, the student should be able to
select the definition that best describes an ernergencY-
operations center (EOC).

1.1.3X Ciiv list of orpnasti he student should be able to

select four organixatsons that should be included in the
total EMS conimoiktsti is system.

1.1.410 Cliven that other radio facilities play be involved in eonti

pl2nnins, the s udent should be able to list at least
three such faciitie.

1.2. l.X. The student should be Able to hat at least six possible
corupooenta of an EKS comnnunications system.

1.2.2.10 Clive° that loe*tion diem the operation of a base ststicen,

student should be able to list those factors that

UNIT U ICAO M# sYs-114 XV -]



cletermine the best 1-

snob factors a&

Or a lie station, including

fs The highest bon available

The most ceutral location available

The location closest to the operational
system

1.2.3.1( aver' that a portable transreitter/r
the student should be able to deacri
attensa' that delivers maximum range.

the

_ le position of the

11.2.4.1( Given that a mobile repeater system is used, the student
should be able to describe how the portable
transmitter/receiver may be used with a range equal to a
mobile transmitter/receiver.

1.2.5.K Gives a list of methods, the student should be able to
select the nethod by whicta remote console is connected
tt the base station.

1.2.6.K (iv bat tin encoder and decoder system is in
vka.

the student should be able to describe the use and opera-

tion of the encoder and decoder.

1.3.1.K Uriven that there are o frequencyliages used in an EMS

communications system, vhf and uhf, the student should
be able to describe in writing their differences in:

Range
Builditg penetration

Interference

Designited use

1 ..3.2. K Crivers that biotelerne ry uses a reference signal and given a

list of statements, the 'tudent should be able to select the
statement that best describes the purpose of a reference
signal

1.3.3. IC Gi Nen that interferes' n y occur in bi °telemetry

communications. the student should be able to list at least

four causes of Mterference.

X V.4 MOW LE V 'MLEMFTRy ANO comm unIcATIoNs
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1.3.4.10 Given at least three statements describing radio systems,
the student should be able to label each statement as:

Simplex

Duplex
Multiplex

Isere or Activities

the material referred to Ilvxv during the class
ely before beginning the unit.

Chapter 14 in the Text

Knowledge objectives for the unit

The Public Safety Communication Standard Operating Proce-
dures (SOP) Manual Pages 13-80.

Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page XV-6.
The following suggestions are made:

Introduction: Write unit topics on tfie chalkboard and altos,/

them to remain during the unit-

1.1: Ask students to list phases.

1.2: If visual aids are not available, contact tn u cturers'
representatives to get handouts, etc.

1.2D: Ask students to explain function and operation of
repeaters."' 4
1.3A: Write abbreviations on the chalkboard.
1.3E: Write all systems on the chalkboard.

Prepare a written test using the knowledge objec

&uiprneat and Materials

EquiprnentEdu nal

Chalkboard and chalk

zupenentM

None

UNIT I 1145 cow urocATIows snm X V-5



%arctic ls

11<nOwledge objectives (option

Viri teen culmination

Answer sheets and pencils

Tex/
StaxsdardCYperating Procec lur

Int Wod action

an ual

OR Point out that during this unit, the following topics wi
discussed:

System phases
System components
Exacii conununicAtio

rite topics on the chalkboard

d telernetry

1.1 System ph (ask. students for Phases)

"iv-6

A . Notification

Define it the method by which the dispatch control
center is notified

a- Point out that notiification ratty be through the 911
emergency telephone system.

b. Point out that the dispatch center nay be an EOC
handling all local emergency service.

Point out that public education can improve this phase
_of the system.

a. Recogrtiti ©n a the raditions requiring errnerge ncy

care

b- _Knowledge of the rinet hods of notification avai1ab1e
patch

D'eftne it the method of ele the appropriate
response personnel and directing tlt cm to the scene.

Point out that this procedure may be accomplished by

telephone or radio
C. ecirrirmunication between the dispatcher and the enicle(s)

1. Discuss conuislunica tion en route-to the scene.

MOD LF XV rEI FTP CONIMIUNICIATIONS



2. Discuss communication the scene.

3. Discuss communication en route to the patient's

destination.

4. ?OWL out that constant communication is necessary :

a.' Tb provide additional dispatch information

b. To request support services

. c. To request additional vehicles and personnel

D. Communication between paramedics. and the physician
Communication is needed to receive orders for advance

medical procedures.

2. Flexibility is required.

IL Mobile to base

b. Mobile to base to phone patch o remote receiver

E. Communication between area hospitals
Communication is needed especially in multiple cas

*Ay distribution.

2. Communication can be through phone lines, radios, (ill-

both.
F Communication lints with support agencies (e.g., fire,

police, civil defense, crisis-intervention team)

1. These links are partially accomplished in the EOC
concept.

2. Telephone lines are generally useful.

1

. There shouldr be a backup radio network for use when
phone communication is disrupted or overloaded.

G. Coordination of other radio networks to be used in co in-

gency planning

1. Amateur Radio Public Service Corps (ARPSC)

2. Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES)

3. Business radio systems

a- Taxi services

b. Trucking companies

4. Citi2ens' band radio clubs or indivi

5. Commercial broadcast services

a. Local radio stations

b. Local television stations

1.2. st cotrttponents

A. I Base station
Point out that the terrain ti greatly aiTects the

function.

UNIT I EMS CURIONumcATICAS SYSTEM X V-7



XV4

a. Highest vation available should be used.
b. Antenna should be as close as possible to the base

station transmitter/receiver.
c. Base station should be located as close to the center

of the communications system as possible.
2. Discuss the power output (usually 80-1.50 watts)

troll by the FCC.
3. Point out that a good high -gain antenna proves

transmission and reception efficiency.
4. Point out that multiple-frequency capability is available

at the base station.

Mobile transmitter /receivers
1. Point out that transmitterlreceivers are iehicle

mounted.
2. Point out that there area variety of power,-

available.

3. Point out that transmitters are in the 7 5-watt range.
a. Transmission range is 1()= 12 miles over rolling

terrain.

b. Transmission range is improved over flat land or
water while it is decreased in more mountainous
to rain.

c. ,1-rigber output svattages increase range.

4. Point out that a properly mounted high-gain antenna
increases efficiency .

Explain all operational controls of the unit(s) to be used
by the students.

C. Portable transmitter /receivers
1. Point out that they are handheld for away from a

mobile radio.

Point out that the usual power output is 5 watts, which
limits the range.

a. Vertical position of antenna maximizes the range.
b. Range s highly variable based on the location.

1. Point out that the range can be equal to that of a mobile

unit when retransmitted through a vehicle radio,
4. Point out that multiple-frequency capability is

available.

Explain all operational controls of the ur it(s) to be used
by the students.

MOEN LE XV TELEIciFT1fY ANP COM M ICATIOXS



Repeaters (ask the students for the function)

1. Repeaters are used to extend the transmission range.

They receive a signal on one frequency and retrans

that signal on another frequency.

3. Repeaters may be filed or mobile (in the vehicle).

4. Repeaters are oven used in combination.

5. Repeaters are usefutin hilly or mountainous terrain.

Remote consoles

1. Define them as a control n le connected to the base

station by telephone lines.

2. )Point out that they are requir for the use cif the b

station from another location.

3. `Point out that they contain an arriphier, speaker, and
microphone for reception and transmission control.

F, Encoders and decoders

1. Point out that the digital encoder (resembles a tele-
phone dial) is dialed, causing pulsed tones to be sent

over the air.

2. Point out that pulses are received by all receivers on
that frequency, within the range.

3. Point out that each receiver hash locally unique code
address (3- or 4-digit number).

4. Point out that the reception of the correct pulsed tones
opens the audio circuits of the receiver (decoder does

this).

a. Other users may listen.

b. Only properly coded messages can be reivec
the decoder - equipped receiver.

Explain all operational controls of the unit(s) t

by the students.

1.3. Radio communications: voice arid to

UNFT I

ry

A. Radio frequencies are designated by cycles per second or

Bertz.
1. Write commonly used abbreviations on chalkboard.

a. Hertz (Hz) cycles per second

b. Kilohertz (ffli)---1,00C) cycles per second

c. Megahertz (MHz)---1.000,000 cycles per second

d. Gigahertz 1,0,000,000 cycles per second

XV-4



' Point out that radio waves are confined between 3 z
and 3,000 GFLz.

Point out that frequency bands are portions of
spectrum assigned for specific uses.
a. Discuss medical communications--uhf and vhf

bands.
b. Discuss vhf-30-50 MHz.

(1) Low band-30-50 MHz
(2) High band-150-175 MHz

c. Discuss uhf - 300-3,000 MHz.

) Most medical communications are around the
450- to 470MHz range.

(2) There is better ration in dense metre
tan areas.

(3) The range is shorter than in vhf.
d. Point out that the higher the frequency, the less

interference, noise (signal distortion), and range.
B. The vhf and uhf band communication use FM equipment.

1. This equipment is opposed to AM equipment (e.g.,
citizens' band radios arc AM).

2. FM more easily eliminates noise and interference than
AM.

C. The FCC controls frequency allocations,
1. Currently, vhf is for general emergency radio

corinuincations.
2. The uhf band is for arnbulaz

systems.

a. Electrocardiogram (EKG)
b. Voice communication concerning instructions for

patient care

D. l3iotelemetry of EKG's
1. Standard EKG signals are very low (100 Hz and less).

2. FM voice communication systems would filter out such
uencies.

A reference tone used.

A. The tone is constant and predetermined.

b. EKG impulses modify this constant reference tone.
c., *When decoded at the receiver, the original EKG

voltage is sent.into an ascii]

terference may be from:

a. Loose electrodes (EKG)

pit/a telemetry

XV -IO mODULE lV TELEMETay AND COMMUNICATIONS



c. 60-cycle al

d. Attenuation of transmitter pa

E. Employment of frequencies in a system

1. Simplexone
2. Duplextwo frequencies used At the same t

3. Multiplex the com 'On of two signals for trans-

mission simultaneously one frequency

F. Summary
1. System phases

2. System components

3. Radio communications: voice and telemetry

Linirr E- rf %C'I lMVFl1 ATIONSSYSTEM XV-I I



N1'2
COMMUNICATIONS REGULATIONS
AND PROCEDURES SYSTEM

Knowles Objectives

After completing this module, the student should be able to
correctly respond to at least 80 percent* of the following:

?.1 1.K Given a list of statements describing functions, theaide-zit

should be able to select those statements that best describe

the functions of the FCC.

2.1.2.x Given a list of activ the student should be able to

select those activities are performed by the FCC:That

list should include st b menus as:

Monitor fre4u

Road checks

Spot checks 0f base stations

2.2.1. K Given that standard communication procedures are im-
portant in an EMS system, the student should bre able to

list at least three reasons why standard proceduresare

important.

2.2.2.K Given a list of personnel, the student should be able to
select those personnel who should be trained in the com-

munication system's standard operating procedure.

°The selection of
modified.

aS raving criterion is arbitrary d can be

UNIT 2 COM TATIONS R ATIO AND EVUNES V
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2.2.3.11 es are part of the communication
standard operating procedure, the student should be able
to list at least three reasons for the inclusion of a code (10

code or case code) within the communication standard
operating procedure.

2.2.4. Given , the student should be able to
select those statements that best describe the reasons for
the development and use of protocols for biotelernetry.

2.3. 1.K Given a list of information ;items, the student should be
able to select the infoniiation that must be gathered by the
dispatcher.

2.3.2.E Given a list of statements describing decisions, the student

should be able to select those statements that best describe
the decisions to be made by a dispatcher.

2.3.3.E Given a list of tunes to be recorded, the student should be

able to select those times that should be recorded by the
dispatcher.

2.4.1.1 Given a list of information items, the student should- be
able to select those items that should be included in a
standard reporting format in reporting patient assessment
information to a physician by radio.

2.4.2.10 Given a list of reasons, he student should be able to select
those reasons for the use of a standard format for presents=

on of information to the physician.

2.4.3.10 Given a list of disadvantages, the student should be able to
select the disadvantages if a standardized format is not
developed and used in relaying information to the
physician.

jet-Oven

After completing this module, the students should be able to
correctly perform each of the skill objectives. "Correctly" vvi1l be

XV.14 40414 )(V III U. I tv AND Lt 4uINII
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defined by the instructor during the lecture and demonstration

sessions. Skill-evaluation sheets arc included in the module.

2.2.1.5 Given a mobile transmitter /receiver, the student should
be able to operate that unit to receive and transmit using

the correct radio procedure as described by the instructor.

2.2.2.S Given a portable ansmitter/receiver, the student should

be able to operate that unit to receive and transmit using

the correct radio procedure as described by the instructor.

2.2.3.5 Given a rnObile trans r/receiver equipped with ii digi-

tai encoder, the student should be able to operate the
encoder correctly as described by the instructor.

2.4.1.5 Given a simulated mobile transmitter/receiver, a s u-

lated patient, and a simulated telemetry transmitter, the
student should be able to:

a Organize nd transmiit patient assessnien
using a standardized, format

a Transmit an EKG using the telemetry ransmi

Instructor Activities

Assign the Knowledge and skill objectives for t s unit during the

class period immediately before beginning the unit.

Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page X -ltd.

The following suggestions are made:

uct Write unit topics on the c k_

them to remain there during the unit.

2.1.8: Before class, obtain the address and phone number of

your regional FCC office.

2.2.R: Prepare copies of sample codes tc be used Dally and

distribute them to the class.

2.2.C: Prepare copies of the elem

ute then.

d and allow

LINO 1 (OPAPAIIMICAT N ri Al i 4; I) PROCtIOIRIN

nd distrib-
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Arrange a tour of the dispatching center. Each student should be
given the opportunity Co oblierve the dispatching process. Note: It
may be determined (by local option) that each- student should
participate and gain experience as a dispatcher. If so, time should be

spent in the dispatching center dunng the ClirliCel experience-

Test the students, using the skill evaluation sheets.

FAuiprment and Materials

uipn-tentEducational

Chalkboard and chalk

COrn tions uipment (one Ic

Mobile reveiver/transmitter with digita
Portable aftsmitter/reeeiver
Telemetry ransmitter with electrodes and patch ca

tie students

Materials

knoirledge objectives (optional)
Skill objectives (optional)

Written examination

Answer sheets and pencils

Content utline

n

Point out that during this unit, the following topics will be
discussed

FCC

Protocols and communication procedures

Dispatch procedures

Relaying information to the physician

Write topics on the chalkboard.
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2.1. FCC

A. FCC was blished as a regulatory and controlling
agency.

1. Discuss allocation of ftequencies and licenses.

2. Point out that frequency and license 1egulations on

nate at FCC.
3. Point oUt that enforeenTit of reg i1ations is the respon-

sibility of FCC.

a. To monitor frequencies

b. To make road checks
c. To make spot checks of base n and their

records, etc.

Field offices are located throughout the United States.

1. Coordinate commu.6cation plans with those offices.

2. Check FCC regulations and determine how they affect

your area.

2.2. Protocols and cornlnunication

A. Discuss mince of standardized operating proce-
dures (SOP) in emergency communications.

1. Brevity is often critical.

a. Communications channels may be overloaded.

b. Patient may require rapid corrective action ordered

by the physician.

2. SOP reduces the number of misunderstoudinessages.

a. All personnel must "speak the same language"-, use

standard phraseology.
b. No coding system is good unless all required pe

sonnet understand its use.
c. All personnel involved should be trained in the

of any codes (e.g., 10 code).

(I) Paramedics
(2) Dispatchers
(3) Physicians
(4) Emergency department personnel
(5) Others involved in direct radio communication

(e.g., intensive care unit personnel)

3. SOP piiikidek a sjyticture for essential communication

only.
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C. Point out that protocols
locally and be strictly followed.

1. Protocols are essential tb sum that complete inf
tion is transmitted to the physician.

All personel involved must be trained in the proce-
dares developed and, use of the specific equipment

D. Introduce Demondrations 2.2.1.S, 2.2.2.S, and 2.2.3.S.

2.3. Dispatch

A. The individual dispatchers must function within the guide-
lies of the FCC.

B. Dispatch personnel must be able to gather information
concerning thenathre of the call.
1. Location
2. Nature of

3. Telephone num
ing situation

C. Dispatcher must make several key decisions.
Iv Whet is tte nature of the problem I*

threatening or not)?
2. Is a paramedic unit required?

3. Are any support services necessary at the scene e.g.,
police, firefighters, crisis workers, or heavy rescue
crew)?

4. Which erew(s) and nitiele(s) should respond?
D. Regardless of the type of dispatch system (emergency

operations center,- fire, pace, etc.), dispatchers must be
trained to:

1. Determine the problem

2. Provide emergency-care instruction over the phone
when appropriate

4
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E. Records m be main

best one to record, a, a

1. Call received

2. Vehicle en route

3. Vehicle arrived at the ICON

4. Vehicle depatted the icene

5. Vehicle arrived at the destination

6. Vehicle back in service

must alertly monitor
call.

He thus/ monitor req
ions or support).

2. He must Moro the status ofevery vehicle d

F. unica 'on

information to the physician

A. Point out that a standard format for presentation of idor-
mafiosi to the physician should include:

1. Patient's age and sea

2. Patient's chief complaint
3. A brief, pertinent his of the present illness

4. Pertinent physical finding's maw

a. State of consciousness

\mai b. , General appearance
c. Vital signs

B. Point out that a standard format increases efcicy.
All essential information is provided.

2. Physician can
dures indicated.

C. Point out that if a s
cy is aff

Time is wasted

2. Patient care is delayed

3. Frustration may result on the part of all involved

D. Introduce Demonstration 2.4. 1.S

one rapidly and order the proce.

is not develo

Summary

PCC
Protocols and communication procedures

Dispatch procedures
ItsleyiAg information to the ph

UN A noNs AND nocEnunis
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DmotosissAks .S: Us els Mobilo Tramilitter/Rtsestver

Equipment

Mobile transmitter ver ( simulated replica; either cl'

bidentical to the type the student's will use)

Procedure

Position 'all
acoessible.

Position

As the skill is demonstrated, done. S
tally, detailed instructions should be provided, including such things

Patient teacl

Hand position and m

Complications
Critical errors

e vast number of manufacturers and modifica-
is equipment, the steps below provide only

guidelines for demonstration. Variations in the
we outlined here are expected to be requited.

1. Turn thettnit on.
2. Adjust the squelch.
3. Listen to be sure airways are free of other communication.

4. Hold the microphone at a proper distance from the mouth to
avoid exhaled air noise.

S. Push the push-to-talk button and pause before
plain why).

6. Call another unit, using their call
second.

7. When wing the radio:
a. Use an understandable rate of speec
b. Do not talk too loud.

c. Do not be hesitant.

d. Articulate clearly.

XV-20

ng (ex-

and yours
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Speak with goodf. Asi
g. Do not show
h. Avoid vocalized

41141W ProPel" EnSlish
ve

30
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Portable transmi
should be identical

ass

Position all equspment in
accessible.

Position equipment so all a

As the skill is demonstrated, describe
tally, &Wed instructions should be provided, including such things
as:

Patient teaching

. Hand position and moves
Complications

Critical errors

NOTE: Due tc the vast number of manufacturers and modifica-
tions of this equipment, the steps below provide only
general guidelines for demonstration. Variations in the
procedure outlined here are expected to be required.

Steps

1. Turn the unit On.

2. Adjust the squelch.

3. Listen to be sure airways are free of other

4. Held the microphone within the unit at a proper distance from

your mouth and maintain a vertical antenna position.
5. Push the push-to-talk button and pause before speaking (ex-

plain why).

6. Call another unit, using their call bettors first, and yours
second.

7. When using the radio:

a. Use an understandable rate of s

b. Do not talk too loud.

bo not be hesitant.
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f. Avoid di

s. Do mot show
h. Avoid vocarod Rums.

Use prow Wash.
j. A

S. UOC

UNIT 2 U A

call a to let others know you
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A mobile

Position all equipment in front of the class it
accessible.

Position equipment so all students can see.

As the skill is demonstrated, describe what is being done. S

cally, detailed instructions should be provided, including
U:

Ste

Patient
o Hand position and m

Complications
Critical errors

NOTE: Due to the vast number of manufacturers and modifica-

tions of this equipment, the steps below provide only
general guidelines for demonstration. Variations in the
procedun outlined bare are aspectad to be required.

_

Tuin the unit on.
Adjust the squelch.

3. Listen to be sure airways are free of other communication.

4. Select the address code to be dialed.

5. Dial the selected numbers.

6. Hold the microphone at proper distance from your mouth to
avoid exhaled air noise.

7. Push the push-to-talk button and pause before ape
plain why).

8. co the dialed unit.

9. Upon termination, use your
have completed transmission.

XV-24 MODULE X
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Damanatenda 2.4 L Truism Mk* of
man and Te knealry

air*Fiffit

Mobile transmitter/river (or a
be identical to the type the otudents will

or a timi

it is nxidlly
accendble.

Patient teaching
Hand post and movements

NOTE: Due to the vast number of manufacturers and me
tions of this equipment, the steps below provide only
general guidelines for demonstration. Variations in the

ure outlined here are expected to be required.

I. Turn the unit on.

2. Adjust the squelch.

3. Listen to be sure airways are free of other communciation.

4. Hold the microphone at a proper distance from your mouth to

avoid exhaled air noise.

Push the push-to-talk button and pause before speaking (ex-
plain why).

6. can the physician (either directly or through a relay s
7. Connect or attach electrodes to telemetry transmitter.
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simulated duphcate of the type
for every four or five studaits)

Portable tranatnitteereceiver, or aimuLtted duplicate
to be used by the students (oneAstvery four or five students)

Telemetry transmitter with connecting table and electrodes, or
stmulated duplicate of the type to be used by the students (one
for every four or five students)

2.2.1.5 Use of.
22.21S Use of a poitable transmi
2.2.31 Use of* digital encoder
2.4.1.5 T of patient assessment information and

Divide the class into grou of four or five.

Give each group a set of equipment as described above.

Each student should practice the listed skills.
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2

F 2

"X" in the appropriate column to indicate the steps that
are incorrect, out of omitted. The student should be
given three attempts to perform the skill.

&pima]

Mobile transmitter /receiver equipped with di t
simulated duplicate)

Portable transmitter/receiver (or simulated duplica
Teleingtry transmitter (or simulated duplicate)

0

Have the Icluipmetit ready.

Inform the student on what he is to be evaluated.

Oive the student an opportunity to practice the skill if he so
desires, but inform kiirn that you cannot help him during this t
practice.

Start when the student is ready.

NOTE: Due to the vast number of manufacturers and modifica-
tions of this equipment, the steps below provide only
general guidelines for testing. Variations in the proce-
dure outlined here are expected to be
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Use

Turn

B. Must

C Listen

unit.

squelch.

D. Select the address come and dial selected num-

- E. Hold the microphone at a proper distarrice rom
your mouth.

P. Push the
speaking.

_ a Call the stile

Pa

k Button and pause before

unit physic

Tel

H. Connect or patch electrodes to the telemetry
transmitter.

Follow the local standard operating procedures

kr relaying patient assessment infoimation.

I. When using the radio:

Use an understandable rate
of speech.

2 Do not talk too loud.

1 Do not be h

4

At1D

culate clearly.
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K. Activate the telemetry transmitter the

minimum amount of tire required (appro
mutely r5 seconds).


